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I. INTRODUCTION
T HERE exists experimental evidence that the performance of multifilamentary Bi-2223/Ag conductor can be improved by the deposition of a ferromagnetic layer on its edges [1] . On the other hand, transport ac loss exceed the Norris prediction [2] in tapes made by coating of Ni or NiW substrate with YBCO [3] , [4] . It is therefore important to understand the way a ferromagnetic substrate influences the ac loss. Analytical calculations performed under certain simplifying assumptions predict rather complex relation [5] . Here we present the results of numerical calculations where the evolution of current and field distributions in superconducting layer is resolved with the help of a procedure based on the idea proposed by A. Campbell [6] . Our main improvement is the simpler form of working formulas The method is particularly suitable for the ac loss prediction in YBCO tapes, because it allows to take into account non-linear and anisotropic properties of superconductor (in particular, the critical current density depending on magnetic field) as well as non-constant permeability of ferromagnetic material. The latter is essential when the loss due to hysteresis of the substrate should be estimated. The assumed tape geometry is shown in Fig. 1 . Key ingredient of the simulation method proposed in [6] is to link the local current density in superconductor with the vector potential of the magnetic field, , calibrated in a proper way. For the case of tape transporting electrical current this means that the vector potential is set to zero in the so called neutral zone. This is the portion of superconductor free from current density that can be always found at current lower than the critical current, [2] . We have found [7] that the proper calibration for this case is established by defining the vector potential at the boundary of the calculation box as (1) where . This formula resembles the expression for the vector potential generated by the normal conducting wire with radius that transports the current at the condition of setting to zero the vector potential in the wire center. The equivalent radius, , for our tape conductor with high aspect ratio cannot be found in a rigorous way. However, the only drawback of choosing wrong is that the net current transported by the calculated current distribution will be different from the desired value, . We have empirically found that using results in difference between and less than 10%. Subsequent iteration allows to reach the desired .
1051-8223/$25.00 © 2009 IEEE The evolution of current and field distributions is calculated for the half period of ac cycle. Starting from the virgin state with as well as everywhere, first the amplitude is reached. In this initial step of the calculation the current density flowing in superconductor fulfills the equation (2) where is the critical current density [8] and is a properly adjusted scaling factor [6] . We present here the distributions obtained using . The solution of calculated at the ac amplitude, , is stored as for subsequent calculations at decreasing ac current. For this part of the ac cycle
The distributions calculated for one half-cycle are sufficient to supply the data for the complete ac cycle.
From the results calculated for a series of currents ranging from to we find the ac loss. For each transport current distribution, the significant quantity is the magnetic flux between the neutral zone and the line in certain distance from it. Analytical calculations for superconductor with elliptic crosssection without ferromagnetic cover show that the minimum distance for enclosing the magnetic flux relevant for the transport ac loss evaluation is about 3 times the major ellipse of the superconducting core [9] . We denote this quantity-per unit length of the wire-. It is directly given by the vector potential at the distance 3 times the tape width from the tape center. We use this quantity in order to evaluate the area of the loop thus the ac loss [2] by the approximate calculation (4) where is the number of distributions calculated for one half of the ac cycle. The results presented here were achieved with .
II. CURRENT AND FIELD DISTRIBUTIONS
Using the procedure described in the previous Section, evolution of electrical current distribution in three coated conductors have been calculated. The superconducting layer is always identical, with thickness and width. We assume that for the superconductor in a typical YBCO coated tape, critical current density dependence on magnetic field at 77 K is described by the expression (5)   TABLE I  TAPE PROPERTIES with parameters , , and . The orientation of magnetic field components in (5) is shown in Fig. 1 . The separation was chosen that in test calculations gave the results indistinguishable from those obtained with but in shorter time. The substrate is either non-magnetic (tape A) or magnetic with the width (tape B) or (tape C). Thickness of the substrate is always . Its magnetic properties are deduced from the data published by Grilli et al. [10] on NiW substrate. We fit their relative permeability that starts to saturate around 0.1 T by (6) with the parameters , and . Self-field critical current of the three tapes can be calculated by filling all the superconductor cross-section with the current density according to (5) and assuming for the substrate in the case of tape A, and given by the expression (6) for the tapes B and C. Results of our calculations are given in Table I . The magnetism of substrate depresses the self-field critical current [11] . Increasing the width of magnetic substrate by 10% somewhat improved the self-field critical current.
The main interest in this paper is the evolution of current distributions, calculated according to the procedure described in Section II. We find the distributions calculated for the tape C rather similar to those of Tape B. Selected distributions are plotted in Fig. 2 . The substrate magnetism introduces an asymmetry with respect to the central plane of the YBCO layer. Another observable difference is a "retarded" penetration of the flux front from the edges that makes the profiles more similar to those of a slab with double thickness. This resembles the result calculated using a different numerical method for a superconducting wire with rectangular cross-section in perpendicular field [12] .
Quantitative analysis of the effect that the magnetic substrate exerts on the process of magnetic flux penetration is conveniently done comparing the hysteresis loops that in the transport regime link the magnetic flux to the actual value of transport current, . In reality, we plot the loops with partially compensated component proportional to the current, i.e. the dependence of on current. The choice of the constant does not influence the area of the hysteresis loop thus the value of ac loss remains unchanged. The loops calculated for three tapes are presented in Fig. 3 . The compensating factor was selected that caused the tape A loops to be horizontal at low currents [13] . One can see immediately that at low current (upper plot) the ferromagnetic substrate causes a dramatic change in the hysteresis of current distribution. This is explained by the "straightening" of flux fronts at the side closer to the ferromagnetic substrate. At increasing the current amplitude the effect remains more in the slope and shape of the loops (plot in the middle), however the area at maximum current in nearly the same for all the tree tapes (lower plot). It is not clear if this could be the consequence of substrate saturation.
III. EVALUATION OF AC LOSS
From the area of loops like those shown in Fig. 3 the ac loss due to hysteresis of current distribution can be evaluated. Its dependence on ac current amplitude for the tape A is given in Fig. 4 . Interestingly, the result is in excellent agreement with the analytical prediction of the critical state model with constant for a thin strip conductor [2] indicating that the field dependence of is weak for the involved fields. In the case of tapes B and C with ferromagnetic substrate, the ac loss calculated from the magnetization loops shown in Fig. 3 is not fully representative for the tape performance. We have neglected up to now the hysteresis of the ferromagnetic substrate that is an additional loss source. For the estimation of this loss contribution we followed the suggestion given in [10] . The hysteresis loss in the NiW substrate can be fitted as (7) with and . A plausible simplification is that any part of the substrate undergoes a minor unbiased hysteresis cycle in one cycle of ac current. Then, integrating the formula (7) for the distribution of magnetic field in ferromagnetic material calculated at the ac amplitude allows the estimation for loss due to substrate hysteresis. The results of ac loss calculations for two tapes with magnetic substrates are presented in Fig. 5 .
One can see, that the substrate ferromagnetism increases the loss in superconductor to the level by factor of 2 exceeding the analytical prediction for a tape with elliptic cross-section. Using a slightly wider substrate pushed the superconductor loss down, but still to the range of prediction for a tape with elliptic cross-section. At low currents, evidently dominant mechanism of tape loss is the magnetic hysteresis in the NiW substrate. On the other hand, close to the critical current the loss in superconductor prevails.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We performed numerical calculation predicting the effect of ferromagnetic substrate on transport ac loss in YBCO coated tape. It clearly shows that the loss much higher that the theoretical prediction for a strip conductor is to be expected when NiW is used as the tape substrate. Reduction of the substrate magnetic hysteresis would only partially decrease the transport loss, because already a loss-less ferromagnetic substrate increases the loss in the superconductor because different shape of current and field distribution.
